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If you remember only one thing from this 
talk, remember ‘etblast.org’
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web site

Targets professionals, 
editors, reviewers



If you remember only one thing from this 
talk, remember ‘etblast.org’

eTBLAST text 
similarity engine

Déjà vu on-line 
database of highly 
similar literature

Interactive “Publication 
Ethics” instructional 

web site

Heliotext’s  ultra-secure 
turnkey text analytics 
implementations for 
business intelligence, 

marketing, contract/grant 
evaluation, meeting 

organization



eTBLAST, compares a query to a number 
of text databases.

Select 
database to 

search 

Paste your 
text in here

And search



eTBLAST results are linked to the abstract 
and other tools, of value while writing, 

reviewing or studying

Links to Déjà vu, etc.

Post-processors that 
analyze all ‘hits’ as a 

set

Ranked records

Raw similarity score 





There are a large number of potentially plagiarized 
papers in Medline

• Entries in Déjà vu with no overlapping authors   7,947
• Stakeholders surveyed  for 206 pairs of articles
• Average full text similarity 86%
• Pairs with similar table/figure  72%
• Overall survey response rate  90.8% found:

• 93% of authors unaware they were duplicated
• 26% of duplicate authors denied wrongdoing, 
• 35% admitted and apologized, 
• 16% co-authors claiming no involvement in     the
• writing manuscript 
• 13% were not aware that they were ‘authors’

• Total investigations initiated 90+
• Retractions  50+ (+~72)



Déjà vu access statistics confirms interest 
in publishing ethics

Bioinformatics
Paper

Nature
Commentary

MSNBC

Nature News-
Whole Paper
Plagiarism

Nature News-
Iran VP
Retraction

Le Monde
Der Spiegel

Nature News-
Harvard
Retraction

??

Science 
Commentary

Science 
Commentary
on our
Commentary

80,079 unique visitors

•Identifying duplicate content using Statistically Improbable Phrases, Bioinformatics, 2010
•Quaere verum: Responding to the editorial, "Primum non Nocere“, Clinical Chemistry, 2010 
•Characterizations of the text similarity in full text biomedical citations, submitted
• “Are there too many review articles?”, in preparation



Striking full text difference between all 
publications and a subset of ‘duplicate’ 

publications

72,011 full text papers                                     ~400 duplicate papers

High similarity in the methods section is a good thing, but one would 
expect the results section to be unique and add to scientific knowledge. 
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There is good news, the duplicate rate is 
decreasing.

…but, there are ~3,000 highly similar pairs of papers added annually…



Funding is difficult because reviewers find “ the 
approach, tactics and findings to be too controversial”, 
“the research is done”, and it “should be handled by the 

national databases” … or perhaps a contract…

Regardless….



…there is much to be investigated and resolved, a 
sampling includes:

• Why do so many highly similar articles also contain falsified/fabricated data, 
inappropriate authorship, inappropriate changes in experimental design?

•What is a “retraction”?  Researchers and clinicians continue to use “retracted” 
papers because only ~10% of the official retractions propagate back to Medline.

•We found 3 journals whose editorial staff are engaged in “plagiaristic” activities.  
There is no policy for “de-indexing” compromised journals.

• The journals that primarily publish ethically questionable articles have low impact 
factors (~1) , are small with limited resources, so their editorial and review staff 
need a free public service.  

•There are 76,000 more pairs of questionable manuscripts that need to be inspected, 
and this number is growing at ~3,000/year.

But mainly this has to be pursued, because as one 
of those whose work was ‘reused’ put it…



“[My] major concern is that false data will lead to 
changes in surgical practice regarding procedures.”



Or as one of the authors of a “plagiarized” paper 
responded

“There are probably only "x" amount of word combinations that 
could lead to "y" amount of statements. … I have no idea why the 

pieces are similar, except that I am sure I do not have a good 
enough memory and it is certainly not photographic, to have 

allowed me to have "copied" his piece. ... I did in fact review it 
[the original article] for whatever journal it was published in.”

(Paper was retracted and author has since resigned chairmanship 
of his clinical department at Harvard)
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